Moving CONTENT CONSUMERS to TECHNOLOGY CREATORS

Testimonials
“The Devika Learning team is great with young people. They are so
passionate, professional and down to earth. Love what they are doing!”
Karen Meiring de Gonzalez

“Thanks for a great day guys. The kids are still buzzing”
Jo Williams

“Thanks Ken Kencevski and staff, kids had a great day!”
Carly Jones

“Jett loved it, thanks so much.”
Amy-Jade Pertovt

“Kaleb is really enjoying your workshops”
Sonia Kabova

These are some of the parent comments on our Facebook page.
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Our Mission
Our mission is to provide an engaging platform for the learning of relevant and
transferable skills for future career paths.

We do this by creating local community interactive makerspaces as our means of
forming the most trusted delivery channel of leading and relevant content; mainly in the
areas of integrated science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics (iSTEAM).

We believe that youth can flourish with hands-on learning in an environment that is
relevant to them. We are dedicated to driving transformable change by fostering a
mindset that promotes adventure and discovery. Through this we teach how the skills
learned can be applied to technology and its importance and impact on our daily life,
our family and our community.

In doing so, we have partnered with the world's best and well-known providers to
access the best technology within our learning workshops and help increase the
awareness of what is currently available and the future implementation of emerging
technology.

Our facilitators are trained and qualified technology professionals. We are continuously
learning and implementing technology initiatives and are passionate about sharing this
knowledge and experience with students. All our facilitators are Working with Children
(WWC) approved.
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Workshop Overview
Our workshops are designed to cover current iSTEAM job skills, with the future in
mind. We do this by closely aligning our workshop content with current changes in
technology and prospectus technologies. Our primary focus is extracurricular
activities and understandings; however we also supplement a student's study of the
Department of Education Curriculum and assist in building on their foundation skills
which they learn at school. We have also provided an appendix to this booklet to
further detail the workshops, how they apply to the curriculum and extracurricular
activities.
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Transferable Skills
With technology changing exponentially, we feel career paths of the future do not need
to be limited to one industry. Pair this with rapidly changing technology in the workplace,
and it is harder than ever to prepare for what work you may have in 5, 10, or 20 years’
time. Therefore, we feel it is important for us to focus on skills that are transferable,
skills that are changeless, and skills which are relevant to how we perceive the future is
shaping ongoing.
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How we can work together
Together we can provide your students with innovative content to have your school lead the
way in preparing for future career paths.
We provide workshop content, facilitators, and marketing material to provide an engaging
platform for the learning of relevant and transferable skills for future career paths. In addition,
we support your community by raising awareness of the steps your school is taking to prepare
your students for the future.

Our relationships with the world's best and well-known providers allow you as a school provide
their technology and solutions to your students.

We cater for the supplementary learning of the curriculum with your students and reinforce what
they are currently learning in the classroom, and furthermore, nurture their career path into
future jobs.

Working together, we can provide better student engagement and build your reputation as a
leader in education for the future.
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There are many different ways for us to collaborate, we currently offer a 10-week program that
works within the school terms, and we can either conduct them at the school after school hours
or you can send the students to our premise to conduct the workshops at the Devika Space in
Wollongong CBD.
The 10-week program is currently $350 per student, which covers a Devika facilitator coming to
the premise and running a 90-minute workshop from end of school time. Our facilitator to
student ratio is 1:15, and we would need a minimum of 8 students for us to run the workshops
at your premise. If the numbers are lower, we then offer the 10-week program at our Devika
Space.

We do have a funding program that allows for changes in circumstances to the stand package
we provide above.

Our collaboration not only includes workshops, but we also offer complimentary (free) services,
such as:





Student motivational presentations/talks
Parent information nights
Trial workshop for students
Scholarships programs

We have been asked to present at:
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Virtual Reality Development
Introduction to Virtual Reality Development workshop is set out to develop the students’
understanding and fluency in mathematics through inquiry, exploring and connecting
mathematical concepts, choosing and applying problem-solving skills, mathematical techniques,
communication and reasoning. This course is for students taking their first steps with game
design and development, using the same tools as industry experts.

Applicable to the IST Curriculum
Design, Produce and Evaluate (Core Topic 1)


Defining and analysing the problem



Designing possible solutions



Evaluation criteria



Collaboration and group work

Data Handling (Core Topic 3)


Data coding



Data types

Software (Core Topic 7)


Software systems



Types and examples of software



Factors affecting hardware requirements



Features and elements of a graphical user interface (GUI)

Artificial Intelligence, Simulation and Modelling (Option Topic 1)


Artificial intelligence



Requirements of artificial intelligence



Modelling and simulations



Project development



Using model and simulation programs
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Database Design (Option Topic 3)


Collecting, organising and storing data



Methods of processing and analysing data



Project development

Software Development and Programming (Option Topic 8)


Basic programming concepts



GUI layout including



Data types



Data operators



Algorithms



Desk checking



Sub-programs



Programming language



Data structures



Testing



Error detection



Error correction



Documentation of programming code



Project development

Related


Unity



Microsoft C#



Google
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Gaming Development
Introduction to Game Development workshop is set out to develop the students’ understanding
and fluency in mathematics through inquiry, exploring and connecting mathematical concepts,
choosing and applying problem-solving skills, mathematical techniques, communication and
reasoning. This course is for students taking their first steps with game design and
development, using the same tools as industry experts.

Applicable to the IST Curriculum
Design, Produce and Evaluate (Core Topic 1)


Defining and analysing the problem



Designing possible solutions



Evaluation criteria



Collaboration and group work

Data Handling (Core Topic 3)


Data coding



Data types

Software (Core Topic 7)


Software systems



Types and examples of software



Factors affecting hardware requirements



Features and elements of a graphical user interface (GUI)

Artificial Intelligence, Simulation and Modelling (Option Topic 1)


Artificial intelligence



Requirements of artificial intelligence



Modelling and simulations



Project development



Using model and simulation programs
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Database Design (Option Topic 3)


Collecting, organising and storing data



Methods of processing and analysing data



Project development

Software Development and Programming (Option Topic 8)


Basic programming concepts



GUI layout including



Data types



Data operators



Algorithms



Desk checking



Sub-programs



Programming language



Data structures



Testing



Error detection



Error correction



Documentation of programming code



Project development

Related


Unity



Microsoft C#



Google
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Website Development
Introduction to Website Development workshop is set out to develop the students’
understanding and fluency in basic website design and development in the realm of WordPress.
Students will learn how to build a WordPress website from scratch even if they are complete
beginners. Over the duration of this course you will build a full website step-by-step using
WordPress.com.

Applicable to the IST curriculum:
Design, Produce and Evaluate (Core Topic 1)


Defining and analysing the problem



Designing possible solutions



Evaluation criteria



Collaboration and group work

The Internet and Website Development (Option Topic 5)


Defining and analysing the problem

Software Development and Programming (Option Topic 8)

Hands-On Extracurricular Learning
Website Tools


WordPress basics as a blogging platform



WordPress as a content management system (CMS)



Programing
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Basic web technologies include HTML and CSS


Design



Develop a custom website from scratch



Learn how to customize navigation

Integration


Understand how to leverage the WordPress plug-in library

Related


WordPress
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Digital Content Creation
Introduction to Digital Content Creation workshop is designed to teach students both the theory
and the practical in creating digital content. Students will learn the thought process behind
developing the idea, as well as the best practical ways to apply it. Over this workshop you will
learn how to create a video by using just your iPhone, or Mac computer.
Lesson Plan


Understanding the thought process; why and how you create content



Learning how to make high quality video with free software



Targeting your audience; knowing how to best utilise your content

Applicable to the IST curriculum:
Authoring and Multimedia (Option Topic 2)


Assess the effectiveness of a range of multimedia products Data types

Digital Media (Option Topic 4)


The purpose of digital media



Types of digital media products



Data types for digital media products



Manipulation techniques



Digitisation process of data types



Factors affecting file size



Display and distribution



Project development
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Hands-On Extracurricular Learning
Content Thought-Process


Understand the thought process behind content creation



Understanding of the variety of platforms and posting options



Learn how to utilise the software and technology already available to you

Content Creation


Learn the basic skills required to become a content creator

Self-Awareness and Collaboration


Gain an understanding of what content creation skills best suite and interest you and will
be needed in group projects.

Related


Adobe Suite
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Start A Company
Introduction to Starting a Company workshop is set out to develop the students’ understanding
and fluency in building an idea they have conceived to fulfil a gap in the world they see. We
challenge students through inquiry, exploring and connecting concepts, choosing and applying
problem-solving skills, mathematical techniques, communication and reasoning.

Hands-On Extracurricular Learning
Technology Awareness


Understanding different types of systems



Discovery of relevance to technology and business



How is a technology scalable

Analysis


Object Orientated Analysis



What is the demand for their idea?



What is already out there that is similar?



Who is the champion for the idea?



What requirements are expected from team members?

Design


How to apply new technology



3D Design and Development



Project Scope
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Hands-On Extracurricular Learning
Evaluation and Analysis


Developing an Idea; Learn how to develop your idea



Business Planning; Transforming an idea to a real venture

Problem Solving
Using Case Studies for relevance and simulations
Object Orientated Analysis
Team Work and Discussions


Launch; Orchestrate a well-planned and effective vision

Presenting their Idea in front of others


Developing an Idea and learning how to pitch it to others
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Thank you once again

Contact
Phone: 1300 DEVIKA
Email: info@devikalearning.edu.au
SMART Building Room 306, University of Wollongong, NSW, 2500

About the Founder

Ken developed the Devika ideology and method which transformed his family business
into a Top 100 Retailer in Australia 2016, and also nominated as a finalist for Most
Innovative

Online

Retailer,

Best

International

Conqueror,

and

Best

Multi-Channel

Retailer at the Online Retailer Industry Awards (ORIAS) 2016. During his five-year
journey, Ken has since founded Devika as a company and is an Australian Ambassador for the
G20 Young Entrepreneurs and Global Entrepreneur Network.
Email: ken@devika.edu.au
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